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INTRODUCTION
It’s now the Third Edition of the Betting System Truths Newsletter already and what have we
got for you this week? As usual there is the weekly updates of current reviews, we also had 2
final reviews 1 bailed and 1 jailed just look down below for those. There is the first part of the
Betting Advice “Treat your Betting Like a Business”. Also there is a posting from one of our
Blogger’s Ed a very good piece.
A repeat of the article posted on BST about the Betting Scammers who got jailed in case any of
you missed it, I am sure we could think of a lot more who could join them! On page 10 I have
given a link for a free calculator.
Well it’s a hat trick of new Sergeants since this newsletter started our latest recruit to the
fold is called Marc Chawner, so what are Marc’s qualities well he has been making a living on
Betfair for 10 years trading on live football matches and makes enough to support his very
expensive family, Sir! We all have expensive families (As much as we love them), come on
now reveal all enlighten us! Apart from this our new Sergeant is into automated systems and
thinks every system etc is a scam well BST will keep you busy, but do not forget there is an
occasional gem so be careful not to miss it. Anyway Marc is reviewing Betfair Pirate which is
an automated laying system it is now onto Day 6, started of brightly the first 3 days and has
gone downhill a bit since, not to worry still early days yet, Good Luck! with that Marc and
welcome to the BST family.
See Betfair Pirate here: http://www.betfairpirate.com/
Another new system started on Friday 4th June that was the Golden Key Method 2 this is
from the same author and stable as All By The Book. This review is being carried out by our
very own Sgt Dave are you sure he is not an automated reviewer you seen this guys number of
postings, I got tired just reading it. I think he is approaching the dreaded 666, all joking aside
mate your doing a grand job. It appears that the Golden Key Method is different from ABTB
and has got of to a steady start if not spectacular one currently it is 4.46 points up after Day 3.
Golden Key Method 2 http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Golden_Key_Method_2/

Passed and Recommended
No service or system passed during the week of May 31st to June 6th

Released On Bail (Neutral)
Just one in this column this week and this was Sports Betting Club here is a brief outline of
why it was placed in this section.
Sports Betting Club was reviewed by Sgt Rob, now this service actually made a profit of
29.78 pts profit, now this is not bad for 56 days but there was subscription costs of 49.95
pounds a month to consider, so as Sgt Rob indicates this is not for the smaller backer. Also
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there were a lot of bets especially on golf and football so you would need a fair size bank to
cover these wagers. To give you Rob’s example if you were backing and laying at the 100
pound stakes recommended by the website just one Saturday afternoon of 9 lays, 4 backs and 1
perm on Football matches would have required 2075 pounds and what if you had already tied
up say 1000 pounds in the weekend golf tournaments that requires some serious funding. So an
okay service but for an exclusive market would be the best way to sum this one up.
See Sports Betting Club here: http://www.sportsbetclub.net/james.htm

Failed and Jailed
Only one failure this week and that was yet another SWP service:
Lay It Safe was reviewed by Sgt Jon and it lasted the full 84 days, in order partly to satisfy the
author’s request of an adequate trial and the fact that at the 56 day stage it was showing a small
profit of 4.98 points, mind you it still did not make any difference because it still ended up
showing a loss of 24.59 points at the end. The SWP website claims 89% strike rate for the Lays
in the review it only achieved 76%, it also suffered from a lack of selections 31 days out of the
84 days no selections. For this they wanted 100 pounds for 6 months subscription, well given
the evidence there was only one place for it, yet another SWP product goes down.
See Lay It Safe here: http://irec.ommend.com/layitsafe/

News About All The Reviews
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and just gives a quick insight how
each review is performing. It seems that several of the services/ systems below are struggling
to find selections on a regular basis I have seen 11, 7 , 4 days mentioned and so on how do they
expect to make profit if they cannot come with at least 4 or 5 bets a week?.

All By The Book - Reviewer Sgt Dave
A very good week for All by the Book it had 6 winning days out of 7 and produced a profit on
the week of + 138.02 points. So this method continues impress and has a cumulative P/L of +
789.01 up to day 54.
See All by the Book here: http://www.allbythebook.com/

Betfair Pirate – Reviewer Sgt Marc
One of 2 new reviews that started this week, this is an automated laying system, which
requires you to use Betting Assistant along with an excel trigger sheet, when it is released
properly there will be just one Bot. Good reports on the operator Jason he seems to be offering
excellent customer support and has solved many of the blogger’s issues. So how well is the
system doing Days 1 to 3 very good it was 9.70 points up, unfortunately the next 3 days it has
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taken a tumble, currently the cumulative P/L stands at + 0.05 points. Still we are only on Day
6 so there is plenty of time for the old Jolly Roger to make a comeback.
See Betfair Pirate here: http://www.betfairpirate.com/

Champion Lays - Reviewer Sgt Philip
Up to Day 12 now, the service only had one bet and that was on June 2nd it was a winning
one so a profit on the week of +95.80 points. Commencing with a 2000 pound bank, the
cumulative bank stands at 2244.60 pounds that is a profit of 244.60 pounds.
See Champion Lays here: http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/champion_lays/

Combination System -Reviewer Sgt Tommy
Tommy made a new posting on June 4th and the system finally produced a selection after a
barren 7 days unfortunately it lost so a minus 1 point for the week. Cumulative Level Stakes
stands at minus 3.33 points and the Running Bank at 66.67 points (70 points start).
Combination System here: http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/combination_system/

Follow the Fortune -Reviewer Sgt Ian
Not such a good week but I only have up to the 5th of June (Day 75) results but overall both
Backs and Lays lost money so far it was minus 3.02 and minus 2.50 respectively, so the Full
System is showing a loss of minus 5.52 points on the week so far. The Full System has a
cumulative P/L of 182.36 points for the Back Bets 94.71 and finally for the Lays 187.65
point’s these are all to a starting bank of 100 points.
See Follow the Fortune here: http://irec.ommend.com/follow-the-fortune/

Football Betting Master- Reviewer Sgt Tommy
3 bets this week with 2 winning and a profit of + 36.50 points and the starting bank of 1000
points now stands at 1147 points that’s a profit of +147 points after 17 days. It should be
noted that stakes vary on this service and it involves the forecasting of how many goals will be
scored in a match.
See Football Betting Master here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/football_betting_master/

Free Profits- Reviewer Sgt Tony
The way this one is shaping up it should be renamed Free Losses another bad week losing
470 .04 points, on the 5th June it almost broke the betting bank it was down to 57.60 pounds
and this was with a Starting Bank of 1000 pounds, all of this within 37 days is quite amazing.
It did manage to rally slightly on the 6th and pulled back 60 pounds, currently the Bank stands
at 117.60 pounds, so far a loss of minus 884.20 pounds up to Day 37. The question is this will
it make it to the 56 day stage?
See Free Profits here: http://irec.ommend.com/freeprofits
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Golden Key Method 2- Reviewer Sgt Dave
The second of our new reviews as mentioned in the introduction this is a stable mate of All
By The Book and has the same author. This uses a different method to ABTB and does require
less funds; of course the profits would not be as high as its illustrious team mate, having said
that Variant 1 produced a 89.66 points profit in May and that is not to be sniffed at. This
method has 2 Variants both of which require you to be at your computer around 11:30 am for
an hour or so, on Variant 1 you have the option of using a Bot or to manually place your bets in
the afternoon, for Variant 2 you have to be physically at your PC as you have to trade around 1
minute before the start of a race. So far the running bank is at 104.46 points after Day 3 a profit
of 4.46 points over the 3 Days.
Click here to see http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Golden_Key_Method_2

Laying Odds On Favourites - Reviewer Sgt Dave
I am beginning to think that One Good Bet and this one is trying to see who can have the least
selections during a review. This week there was 5 days of No Selections, on the remaining 2
days there was one losing lay and one winning one, resulting in a +1.50 points profit on the
week for Fixed Level Stakes, a small loss was recorded on Bank Liability of minus 0.39
points. So overall after 54 Days the Running Bank for the Level Stakes stands at 1049.50
points a grand profit of +49.50 points and that’s staking 50 points a Lay. As for 5% Bank
Liability its Running Bank is 954.11 points that’s a minus 45.89 points.
See Laying Odds On Favourites here: http://irec.ommend.com/lof/

One Good Bet- Reviewer Sgt Jon
An exciting week for Sgt Jon he had 3 betting days but unfortunately it was not a profitable
one losing minus 1.97 points. So after 30 Days there have been only 11 selections and once
again SWP claims of 27 points profit a month are looking a bit thin, the cumulative P/L stands
at minus 7.97 points after a month.
See One Good Bet here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/one_good_bet/

Pin Point Lays - Reviewer Sgt Dave
This service must be the unluckiest one I know it managed to find 5 selections this week
which were both Low Lays and Banker it had 1 winning and 1 losing Lay, of the remaining 3,
2 were Non Bets due to being over the odds range and the other was because a Non Runner had
over 10% R/F to make matters all would have been winning lays for the service. There was 2
Bullet Lays and once again one of these was a Non Bet due to a Non Runner and a high R/F,
the other was thankfully a winning one for the service. So not a good week once again with
Low Lays showing a loss of minus 2.25 points to Level Stakes and minus 3.45 points to 5%
Bank Liability. For the Banker selections it was similar figures minus 2.45 points to Level
Stakes and minus 4.45 points to 5% Bank Liability. The only area that showed a profit on the
week was Bullet Lays with a + 0.95 points on Level Stakes and + 4.51 points to 5% Bank
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Liability. Overall the cumulative banks for Low Lays is 86.09 points L/S and 82.00 points
B/L, for Banker Lays it stands at 97.42 points L/S and 93.50 points B/L. As for Bullet Lays
Level Stakes are at 99.72 points and 98.46 points for Bank Liability so two of the services are
nearly breaking even.
See Pin Point lays here: http://www.pinpointlays.com/

Racing Revelations- Sgt Graeme
Well from Days 69 to 80 the system produced 58 selections and could only manage 4
winners (ouch) needless to say on the week it lost minus 19.83 points and the cumulative P/L
stands at +13.13 after Day 80. Sgt Graeme will be giving his final thoughts in around 4 or 5
days but the ROI for one is going to be pretty poor given the number of selections.
See Racing Revelations here: http://irec.ommend.com/racingrevelation.co.uk/

Sports Betting Champ -Reviewer Sgt Philip
Same as last week just one posting on June 4th two selections , two winners and a profit of
$9.31 on the week, the Running Bank stands at $974.64 so is showing a loss of minus $25.36
overall after Day 14. Another service where bets seem few and far between, having an 11 day
gap since the previous ones was sent out on May 24th.
See Sports Betting Champ here: http://irec.ommend.com/sportsbettingchamp.com/

Top Racing Bets- Reviewer Sgt Gerald
The last posting from Sgt Gerald was on June 3rd Day 14 up to that stage all 3 parts of the
service had made a small loss on the week, for Winning Post it was minus 1.14 points, for
Inform Racing Tips it had a minus 0.91 points and finally Profitable Lays minus 1.60 points.
Two parts are still in profit Winning Post with a cumulative P/L of + 3.32 points and Profitable
Lays at +2.82 points; the third In Form Racing Tips is at minus 4.36 points.
See Top Racing Bets here: http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/top_racing_bets/
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Betting Advice
Treat your Betting Like a Business
Money Management
Now in Betting terms this should be straightforward, we all know that we need to have
a different account etc for our betting needs but do we do it I bet in most cases if you are
truthful the answer is no. Why should you have an account separate of your personal finances,
housekeeping what ever, one would be emotional involvement. If you are using money that is
destined to pay the mortgage then you are emotionally attached, because you cannot afford to
lose it, of course it will affect your judgement and when that happens everything will turn
against you. The racing certainty that only has to turn up to win; the system that has not had a
loser in months will suddenly turn sour, as one thing after another the whole world seems to be
against you. Then are those who on payday, that want to have a little flutter in the bookies it
will turn out to be more than that by the end of the afternoon, this was more common in the
70’s and 80’s now most people get wages paid directly into the bank. The next temptation
using your credit card to pay into the Online bookmakers and Betfair to give yourself a betting
bank, that’s all well and good if you already have the cash put to one side to pay it and you pay
it in to your cards account straight away. Of course if you don’t pay it in straight what’s the
odds you will have found something else to spend it on before your statement is due, now your
betting profits are going to be restricted because you got to pay x amount of interest on the
credit card, now just like the mortgage money you are starting to put additional pressure on
yourself and your betting.
So we are clear now that even if its only 50 or 100 pounds you are starting with that money
is strictly for one thing and one thing only your betting business, and whatever happens you do
not touch it until a sufficient amount has been made. So what do I mean by sufficient amount
well most experienced backers would say set yourself a target so that you can withdraw your
original investment plus an additional amount for your time and effort, but at the same time
leave sufficient in your betting account to be able to wager at slightly higher stakes than when
you originally started out. Example your initial starting bank is 200 pounds set a goal of 600
pounds when you reach this, take out your original investment plus say an additional 100
pounds for your efforts. This leaves 300 pounds in your Betting Bank which is more than your
original investment so you start all over again setting yourself another goal. Now if you had
real will power you could let the bank grow, we all have seen the figures of if you follow this
service/system for 3 years and you had used % of Bank Staking your initial investment of say
500 pounds is now worth 30000 and so on, but have you seen the stakes you would be using at
the end of that 3 years probably 300 pounds per Bet or similar. Now here comes a conundrum
how many of you would be comfortable at that kind of level of staking?
The next thing to remember if you want to say run five proven services or systems to split
your betting bank equally between the five, so if you had 1000 pounds that’s 200 pounds on
each, if one of those systems turns out to be a nightmare and wipes out its bank then you still
have 80 % remaining, what would happen if you just had one bank for all five, it could be a lot
less than 80% don’t think its possible., just look at what happened to Free Profits in 37 days
1000 points has been reduced to 117.60 just check the review. In most businesses it takes time
to build up profits, of course there are exceptions as there is to everything, but you must take
the long term view with your betting, so many times I have seen it on the Blog people
complaining a service is not making enough money or they have lost money, one is because
they have probably not got a betting bank and not followed a proper staking plan. There is a
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classic story of a tipster who gave his clients seven winners on the trot then the eighth one lost,
he was threatened by one particular client saying he had lost him 10,000 pounds. How did he
lose this amount he wanted to get big money quick instead of following the tipsters staking
advice he reinvested all his winnings from one selection to another, so when the last horse lost
he was done for, so instead of having a good profit he ended up with nothing!.

This brings me onto a comment on the BST blog its from Ed and this shows how he has got his
money management sorted out for All By The Book, a very good posting ED and very useful
for those who using ABTB.

1. Ed says:
This is my guide to any newcomers 4 ABTB. If you use credit card expect £50 cash
transfer fee for £1000 deposit to the Bookies. Similar Fees when reloading. Best to use
a cash account & debit card. (No fees.) I run £1350 average around 13 accounts. I
have £1000 extra in cash account as there is 24 hours or more before withdrawals
appear back in account. I would say if your funding is low you will be under even more
pressure than the system demands. Money bookers allows 4 a faster return of funds to
their card (which needs initial funding with fees.) While you win I believe no other
costs exists, particularly as Bookmakers cover deposits and withdrawals to your Money
bookers card account. I admit to little knowledge of this route but I did set myself up 4
this facility. Can bet does not want credit Debit cards so its Money bookers or Bac$. It
took a long time to set this all up and gain some knowledge (with mistakes) along the
way. I hope my efforts help anyone starting. An example of how fast the money can go;
Bet a favourite at near £50 then repeat it on the next race from the same bookmaker
and you need funds for the next 5 events. My experience (Very limited) indicates you
need 2 do the banking most nights when betting at £100, but as there is no incrementing
of stakes you can skip a day when needed. On average I would say 2 Withdrawals & 2
deposits balance the books adequately 4 the next day. Providing your debit card is up,
you can deposit to any account near zero.

Great stuff from the guys who figured this one and thanks 4 comments from everyone.
Please tell me where I go wrong and if you have better techniques

You see even if Ed is not that experienced he has gone out of his way to research charges,
the time it takes to transfer funds and prepared to put some time in at the end of the day to sort
out his accounts. All By The Book is an excellent method but it does require some planning
and effort on ones part to achieve the results. There is a saying “You get back, what you put
in”, if you put no effort into your betting, you will get no returns.
Of course we cannot have a subject on Money Management without mentioning Staking
there are so many different types out there but the philosophy is very simple “Protect your
Bank” if a staking method does not do this forget it. I mean some such as doubling up after a
lose etc are just there to make fancy numbers, we have Stop At Winners (SAW) the best
example one can give of controlled recovery but keeping your bank safe has to be Favourites
Phenomenon where there are plenty of safeguards built in to stop it spiralling out of control:
See Favourites Phenomenon here: http://irec.ommend.com/favouritesphenomenon/
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The best staking is one that increases your stakes when the system you use is on a winning
streak and when it is on a losing one the stakes are decreased therefore protecting your bank,
so we are looking at 1 % say up to 5 % of your bank this is okay with backing but for laying
you have to be wary of the Betfair minimum 2 pound stake of course there is ways round this
and certain Bots will allow you to use very low stakes but of course they will cost you extra.

Another factor to consider is how many selections does you service or system produce on
average per day, for example your service/system provides 12 lays a day and the average Lay
price is 6.00 an also it has 12 back bets a day this is not uncommon I have seen this on several
reviews on BST so you have a 2 pound a point stakes this would mean your total stake would
be 144 pounds so to a 100 point Bank you would be risking nearly 75% of your total bank in
just one day. One of our new Sergeants Danny I believe had an interesting idea take the
recommended Bank and add an additional 50% to it, so 100 points becomes 150 points. So
when its comes down to staking this has to be in align with you betting bank and the system or
service has to be in sync with your stakes and Betting Bank that you have at you disposal.
This article is meant for our newer recruits to betting but sure we all need to stop and think
sometime and take stock of where we are with our betting.

Key Points
1. Make sure your Betting Bank is completely separate from your personal funds, household
money this way you have no emotional attachment.
2. Don’t to be tempted to use credit cards, mortgage money etc you will incur charges which
will eat into any profits you may obtain.
3. Set yourself a target to reach before you take out your initial investment plus an additional
amount so what ever happens you have got your original bank plus some interest back.
4. If running one or more system/service do not be tempted to use just one bank for all of
them, split up your funds equally between all of them.
5. Do not be tempted to bet bigger stakes that is out of proportion to your Betting Bank, this
is the road to ruin there is no such thing as get rich quick for most of us.
6. Betting is a long term business or at best medium term, set your mind to this fact.
7. Plan your finances; a good example is what our blogger Ed did with All By The Book.
8. Avoid fancy staking plans that quote big numbers they do not show what happens when
there selections lose; it’s the road to bankruptcy.
9. Make sure that the system or service matches the amount of your Betting Bank in other
words do not try to run a 1000 point Bank system on your 200 points Bank it just wont
work, if you reduce the stakes to low your profit would be minimal to say the least.
Another problem if your stakes are to low possible issues trying to place wagers with
Betfair for example.
10. Finally and the most important protect the Bank at all costs.
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Interesting Article
At last maybe the authorities will wake up to the scammers out there trying to rob innocent
punters of their hard earned money here is an extract from a local newspaper care of one of our
blogger’s. Showing it here on the newsletter, in case any of you folks missed the original
posting.

Brighton twins jailed for £5 million betting scam
Twin brothers from Brighton have each been jailed for seven years after being convicted of
obtaining around £5 million in a horse racing betting scam.
Paul and Gregory Spicer, 35, were found guilty of conspiracy to defraud following a five-week
trial at Brighton Crown Court, a Sussex Police spokesman said.
A third man, Lee O'Donnell, 62, was jailed for 21 months for his lesser role in the scheme,
which was carried out over a four-year period.
Police were first alerted to the scam in 2006 following complaints from victims throughout the
UK who had received unsolicited leaflets through the post advertising a scheme to join a horse
racing betting syndicate.
The series of leaflets and brochures were printed including the names John 'Jock' McCracken,
Robert Carter Racing, and Paul Howell Racing.
Paul Spicer, of Dyke Road, Brighton, Gregory Spicer, of The Drove, Brighton, and O'Donnell,
of Eaton Gardens, Hove, were then arrested last year following a joint investigation between
Sussex Police's major fraud unit and London Borough of Merton Trading Standards,
codenamed Operation Cantonese.
The three men were found to have conspired with each other and with others between April 30
2003 and February 13 2008 to defraud prospective and actual participants in various purported
betting services and purported investment services, doing so by making false claims in relation
to the investment services and seeking and receiving payment in relation to that which the
services referred to.
Restraint orders have been put in place for the defendants' possessions and police now plan
formal confiscation proceedings against them.
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Betting Tools
Just found the one this week a free Back Lay Calculator also does a trade.

Download from this site: http://eskei.com/betting/ Its free

Next Week
Important announcement the next issue of the BST newsletter will be sent out on the 24th June
this is due to holidays. But I will work hard to make sure that it will have more pages in this
issue it will have all the updates for the reviews for the fortnight, there is a couple of reviews
that will be on Final, will anyone make it to the illustrious Passed and Recommended section?.
The Betting Advice will be doubled up and I will explain the principles of the VDW method
and it will not cost you 17 pounds to buy. Of course any other interesting articles, comments,
tools that I discover during the fortnight will be included also.

Signing Off For Another Week
Well this is Betting System Guru signing off and I hope that you have enjoyed or found some
of the content within this newsletter to be useful. I thank you for taking the time to read it and
that you can see we are trying to expand the content every week. So take care and remember
to look out for the BST newsletter in your e—mails on June 24th. Till then folks take care and
happy& successful punting.
Regards
Betting System Guru
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